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OLYMPIC BULLSEYE FOR ARCHER!
Northampton RA member Alan Archer was given his
very own place in history by being chosen to perform at the Opening Ceremony of the 30th Olympiad.
Alan has kindly took the time to write about his
once in a lifetime experience and expand on the lead
up to his big day in the Olympic Stadium on Friday
27th July 2012.
My role in this monumental occasion kicked into motion
on the evening of Sunday the 22nd of April, after I had
completed the 2012 Virgin London Marathon. Following
the race, I received an Email from the Olympic Organizing Committee offering me a part in the Opening Ceremony, subject to an audition!
I had to in fact attend two auditions for the role. The
first was just before Christmas 2011 and the second in
June 2012. The first rehearsal was at Three Mills studios
near the Olympic Park in May 2012. This was exciting as
we got to watch the scene we were going to be creating
over the weeks to come. I was given the role of a Warrior in “Pandemonium” (Industrial Revolution -Scene 2).
My part involved the striking of the turf from the field of
play in order to symbolise the move from agriculture to
industry.

night they would send us out to the Stadium which
was when the nerves would really start jangling! The
crowd at each dress rehearsal went crazy as we performed our routine.
Show Day was slow to start with as I had to get
through a now tightened security, and then check in
before going to my holding area. We then had 5 hours
to enjoy the weather before we had to start getting
into costume for the show. Once I was in costume and
makeup I had another 2 more hours to wait before
being taken to the stadium.
I was very nervous just walking to the stadium, not
just thinking about another 80,000 crowd but this
time that millions would be watching around the
world.
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The next six rehearsals where at the 1 Vs 1 venue which
was in the Dagenham area of London, and this was
where we crafted the scene over the next three weeks.
We met Danny Boyle who was the director of the show,
and he introduced us to Vicki Igbokwe (mass cast coordinator) and Carla Trim-Vamben (mass cast assistant),
who were going to be working with my group containing 200 people.
Vicki and Carla had the task of choreographing the routine during the rehearsals that each lasted 5 hours. Once
these initial sessions had been completed it was time to
move into the Olympic Stadium which was awe inspiring, even when empty. To get to see where the show was
taking place for the first time was breath taking. We got
allocated the hill at the far end of the stadium. This was
called the Tour. We had so much fun coming out of the
Tour at all the rehearsals.
Security even at that point was very poor, due to the
lack of communicative skills of the security guards, a
problem that was to obviously manifest itself later on in
the process and generate a large amount of media scrutiny.
As it got closer to show-day I was becoming increasingly
more nervous, thinking what have I done. Vicki and
Carla where pushing us get everything right for the
show. This set of stadium rehearsals lasted between 5
and 9 hours long and I had to travel to London every
weekend to take part.
The final 3 rehearsals were dress rehearsals and weere
12 hours long. Each time at around 8.30pm at

“PANDEMONIUM” (Scene 2) - OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 30th OLYMPIAD
When we got to the outside of the stadium Vicki
wished us good luck before we got into our tour lines.
We then went inside the tour before then having to
wait 1 hour to finally make our entrance. I was shaking like a leaf at this point, knowing there was no going back, and that I was about to have the best time of
my life.
After we had finished we got out of costume before
going to the after party celebration and I got to meet
007, actor Daniel Craig, who was brilliant with us.
Not only did I have the best time of my life, I also
helped to break a Guinness World Record, for the
biggest strike of turf ever performed.
As a lasting memory of the evening I was presented
with a programme from the Opening Ceremony, a
certificate signed by Danny Boyle and the Costume
that I wore for my virtuoso performance!
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/olympics/2012/livevideo/p00wm0br - Pandemonium starts 13min 32sec

LES HOMER
It is with great sadness
that we have to inform
you that Les Homer, Life
Vice President of the NFA
and Life Member of the
Northampton
Town
League, passed away on
Tuesday 21st August 2012.
Les had always been a
keen supporter of local
referees. Even in his 80s,
Les continued to assess
up and coming referees.
Our thoughts are with his
family.
As soon as we have details about Les’ funeral we
will of course post them
on our website

Whistleblower
Rob Page aka the Whistleblower. Every month we
have a new edition for the
Newsletter. It is guaranteed to give you a laugh
and show the light-hearted
side to referees and what is
more….NOBODY is safe
from his views!
Whistleblower returns!
August 2012
Well, it’s been ages since my last ranting’s were aired to
the nation. But, as they say “too much of a good thing is
bad for you”, so you’ve had long enough to recover. Hold
onto your reputations (such as they are) it could be a
rough ride!
Welcome to a new season, to all of our refs throughout
the county. Firstly, a recommendation to the newly
qualified refs; join your local RA, as it is the best way to
get to know the guys you will be bumping into and
working with, at the many grounds across the county.
There is a new look committee in place, with a younger
outlook and fresh ideas for our monthly meetings. For
approximately the cost of one match fee, you can have
membership of your local RA, The national RA and the
benefits that this offers – not least of all, insurance cover and assistance with physiotherapy if needed. Northampton RA meets every 1st Thursday of the month and
the Wellingborough & Rushden RA on the 2nd Monday.
I have been pleased by the potential shown on the recent new ref’s courses, which I have helped to tutor.
Hopefully we have unearthed some refereeing stars of
the future, to help fill the “Premiership shoes” vacated
in March by Pete Walton.
So, what does the new season hold in store for some of
our more established referees?
Knowlesy will be hoping to have better fortune this
season, after injury hit him hard in the last one. No truth
in the rumour that he has been receiving physio from a
local vet, who specialises in giraffe ailments. He is now
back on the circuit and making up for those lost match
fees by working overtime replacing streetlight bulbs
without the need for a cherry picker.
Snakey Chalmers has given up the booze, as he gets into
training for the new UCL season and has reverted to his
“bowl of coal a day” diet. I guess you can take the boy
out of Teesside but you can’t take Teesside out of the
boy. He reckons he is a lot fitter – but still ranks higher
than a Ford Mondeo on Co2 emissions.
Andy Tonks has high hopes for the coming season and
has set himself a target of doubling the number of
games he remains injury free, on last season. Careful
Tonksie, that’s almost 4.1/2 hours of football!
Dave Avent, keen to shake of his ‘Trigger’ image, went
on a local Mastermind quiz. He didn’t get past the preliminary rounds because, when asked to name his preferred hobbies he replied: “Frodo & Bilbo”
Simon Adkins (The Heyford Pieman) took yet another
Construction Industry Award. His house extension having overtaken the time which elapsed, for the London
Olympic project to be completed, by over 2 months. He
blamed the latest delay on a worldwide shortage of

Magnolia Emulsion. The 12 year project (so far), to fit a
new back door and a window box, is expected to be
completed by summer 2016. Stuart Burt is expected to
cut the ribbon at the opening ceremony.

NEXT RA MEETING
THU 6th SEPT 2012
6:30pm Start

We have some new Level 3 referees this coming season:
Shaun Barry, Ellis Clark & Paul Evans. So if you ever get
the chance to see them in action, on the same game, you
will have one you can’t understand, one who will tell
you how good he is and one that you can read, if you get
bored.
And new to Level 4, we have; Paul Cooper (another one
you may need an interpreter for)
Rob Evans (proof that even at the age of 15 ½, you can
get on in refereeing)
Gavin McFarlane (who has recently been banned from
the Kettering Donkey sanctuary, for talking the hind
legs off the residents)
Andy Humphries (who has overcome great adversity to
reach this level – yes….. he’s ginger!)
Jesting apart: to all of you, out there ref’ing week in,
week out;
Have a great season!!

Wootton Hall Police HQ
Our September meeting
will be taken by Select
Group and FIFA Assistant
Peter “Don’t Push Me”
Kirkup.
Peter will be running a
practical session which
will start at 6:30pm
prompt, with the main
meeting to follow at
7:30pm.
The practical will consist
of the management corner kicks, free kicks and
penalties. So please come
along in your tracksuit &
trainers and get involved!

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
HYPOTONIC DRINKS (<4g Carbohydrate per 100ml)
LUCOZADE SPORT LITE
500ml
Calories
50
Sodium
200mg
Total Carbs
10g
Of which Sugars
5g

ROBINSONS DOUBLE CONCENTRATE+
50ml + 450ml of water = 500ml
Calories
46
Sodium
50mg
Total Carbs
10g
Of which Sugars
10g

Contains 2g Carb per 100ml
Contains 2g Carb per 100ml
COST = £1.00 each
COST = £0.10 per serving
+ This is the recommended dilution rate on the bottle
ISOTONIC DRINKS
LUCOZADE SPORT
500ml
Calories
Sodium
Total Carbs
Of which Sugars

(4-8g Carbohydrate per 100ml)

140
0mg
32g
18g

ROBINSONS DOUBLE CONCENTRATE*
125ml + 375ml of water = 500ml
Calories
115
Sodium
125mg
Total Carbs
25g
Of which Sugars
25g

Contains 6.4g Carb per 100ml
Contains 5g Carb per 100ml
COST = £1.00 each
COST = £0.26 per serving
* This is 2.5 times the recommended dilution rate on the bottle
What is the difference between Hypotonic, Isotonic & Hypertonic?
- A hypotonic drink (sports water) has a lower osmolality than the
bodies fluids, therefore is absorbed faster than plain water
- An Isotonic drink (sports drink) has the same osmolality as the
bodies fluids, therefore is absorbed as fast as plain water
- A Hypertonic drink (fizzy drink) has a higher osmolality as the
bodies fluids, therefore is absorbed more slowly than plain water
Sports drinks can dissolve tooth enamel and the hard dentine
underneath. Their high acidity levels mean that they can erode up to
30 times more tooth enamel than water. Drinking them during exercise
makes the effects worse because exercise reduces saliva needed to
combat the drink’s acidity. Similar erosive problems can occur when
drinking soft drinks and fruit juice. Best advice is to drink quickly to
minimise contact with the teeth, use chilled drink (they are less erosive)
and rinse your mouth with water after drinking them.
Source: A Complete Guide To Sports Nutrition 6th Edition—Anita Bean

Death Of A Refereeing Legend
English referee Jack Taylor, who awarded the first penalty in a World Cup Final ,
sadly passed away on Friday 27th July aged 82.
Taylor officiated in more than 1,000 league matches and over 100 internationals
in a career spanning more than 30 years, but earned a lasting place in the history
books following the 1974 FIFA World Cup final between West Germany and the
Netherlands in Munich.
After only a minute of the game, and before a German player touched the ball,
he
awarded
the
Dutch a penalty after
ruling
that
Uli
Hoeness fouled Johan
Cruyff (picture). Johan Neeskens scored
from the spot to give
the Dutch the lead.
He awarded a second
penalty 25 minutes
later, this time to the
Germans who equalised and went on to
win the game 2-1.
Among the other major matches he refereed was the 1966 FA Cup final between
Everton and Sheffield Wednesday and the 1971 European Cup final between
Ajax Amsterdam and Panathinakos, both at Wembley.
He was inducted into FIFA's Hall of Fame in 1999.
Taylor Anecdote
Taylor’s face was cut by a flying penny thrown from the crowd at Kenilworth
Road, and he had to have six stitches. Fan and director of Luton Town Eric Morecambe went to see him to ask if he was OK and to make sure he wasn't going to
report Luton. When Taylor confirmed he wasn't, Morecambe replied "Good,
now can I have my penny back?"

DEAR REF!
Got a problem with your refereeing, or
do you have a refereeing issue that you
need urgently resolving. Perhaps you
just need some clarification on a point
of Law. Well have no fear, Agony Ref is
here!
Just send in your refereeing problems
to us at support@northamptonreferees.org.uk and we will attempt to
provide a solution to your refereeing woes with total anonymity.

YOU ARE THE UCL PREM REF!!
Every month we will put you in the pressurised position of a UCL Premier
Division referee and ask, “What would you do?”
In a tense match between Spencer and Cogenhoe played at the Kingsthorpe
Mill, the ubiquitous Cooks No.9 rounds the keeper. He rolls the ball towards the
empty net, only to see it suddenly burst 1 yard in
front of the goal line. Fortunately though his strike
partner remains alert and belts the flat ball into the
onion bag, much to the delight of the away contingent. DO YOU AWARD THE GOAL?
Tune in next month to find out the answer!!!

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROGRESSION
Writes Wayne Chalmers: Opportunities for progression
in refereeing have never been so good. Sounds a bit clichéd but seeing relative youngsters like Michael Oliver
achieve select group referee status at the ripe old age of
25 prove that it is now talent that matters rather than
age. Naturally there will always be opponents of so-called
‘fast-tracking’ of referees. Often these are people not
conversant with the hard work, dedication and a whole
lot of skill needed to get to such a lofty position in the
first place
At local level, the future of refereeing continues to look
bright. The local Supply League, the United Counties
League, has recently taken delivery of some young, new
supply league referees. To reach this level you need to
have been a level 5 or 6 the season before and met specific criteria. Much of this is based on achieving good club
and assessment marks and ensuring paperwork is also of
a good standard. Being fit is also a requisite of achieving
the standard. Currently this is a 2600m run in 12 minutes
and 2x50m sprints in less than 7.5seconds. Once these
have been achieved, and the Football Association requires referees of this level, you become a level 4 referee.
One of our new Northants Level 4s is
Gavin McFarlane. Remarkably, Gavin
only took up refereeing in January
2009. Little more than three years
later and he is at a level of football
that means he is in the top 10% of
match officials in the country. We all
have our reasons for getting into
refereeing. Gavin’s is a familiar one.
Gavin told me, ‘A decision was made on a televised game
which I was outraged by. The lads at work said “do you
think you could do a better job?” That stuck in my mind so
I went online that night to enquire and then on a cold
November morning, I called Mr Nicholson, started the
course in January 2009 and haven’t looked back!’
Although Gavin has achieved a lot in a short space of
time, he still has a number of short and long term targets.
‘I have been involved in all of the FA’s knock out competitions except the Trophy and I remain optimistic I will get
some more FA competition appointments in the coming
months.’ Further along the line Gavin has further ambitions. ‘Some say its ambitious, some say it’s unlikely but I
truly believe I can make it to the top.’
There are many opportunities for referees now. Although
ultimately progression is now to the attitude and ability
of the individual, there has never been such a strong
support mechanism in place. This is particularly prevalent
in Northamptonshire. During our chat Gavin referred to
the support he has received over the past three and a
half years from colleagues. This is a common thread
amongst many referees in this county.
The Referee Association has also played a major part in
this. Opportunities exist every month at our meetings to
ask questions of senior colleagues and peers. Get yourself
along to our next meeting and be a part of it!

Bouncing Back
STUART BURT
Monday 16th April, time 16:07 hours, and I
receive a phone call from Peter Elsworth at
the Football Association. “Stuart, I have a
game for you. Can you run the line in the FA
Cup final on Saturday 5th May?” Queue
shock and a wave of emotion!
Nothing can prepare you for that moment,
you want to tell the world but you have to
keep it quiet for a whole day until the official announcement the following afternoon.
Within 2hours of the media release at
12:30pm, I had received over 60 phone
calls, texts and e-mails from family, friends
and colleagues. Some I had not heard from
for a while, but that just goes to show the
magic of the FA Cup, it grips everybody.
The next couple of weeks were immensely
difficult. Post training, every ache and
twinge was amplified tenfold. I have never
known an experience like it! Two matches
were to come and go, with the second game
a dress rehearsal for the Cup Final team.
Messrs’ Dowd, Garrett and Burt worked
together to build up the relationship and
fortunately we all got through the game
physically sound!
We were now into the week of the FA Cup
Final. The days started to go slower and the
mind was fully occupied with what was
needed for the weekend. I must have
checked my kit bag at least 5 times after
packing it, forcing me to consider that the
onset of OCD was a real possibility!! Karen
went on one too many shopping trips for
the essential new dress for the occasion,
and arrangements were made for babysitters for the children!
On the Thursday evening - the night before
we made the journey to Hendon Hall - I
attended our local Referees society meeting
in Northampton to give a short but grateful
speech for all that they have done for me,
from the early years as a 16 year old referee, to the present day.
Friday morning and my wife Karen and I,
made the short journey down to Hendon
Hall, arriving just before 10.00am to be
joined by the remainder of the team, with
their respective partners and also Peter
Elsworth, our liaison for the weekend.
Shortly after, our team made the trip to

Wembley stadium, for a tour to give ourselves an insight into what to expect the
following day. Fortunately we had all been
to Wembley before so the experience was
not totally foreign to us, however nothing
ever takes away the special ambience that
Wembley holds! We spent some time on
the pitch, which was the most bizarre thing
I had ever seen, no white lines, 1 set of
goalposts and this was all only 24 hours
before the biggest match of the season.
Completely surreal!

evening. From there we were moved into a
second room where our fellow referees
were waiting. This was an amazing experience spending time with people who were
genuinely proud of us in achieving our
dreams and wishing us all the very best for
the biggest game of our lives! It was such a
nice time speaking to people and discussing
their career experiences as referees, a very
enjoyable time.

The main part of the evening was spent
listening to talks given by David Davies, the
We spent some more time walking up the former Chief Executive of the Football Assteps we were due to climb the following sociation, and Mr David Elleray, who kindly
day, along to the Royal box, and visited the gave some nice words about each member
offices of the FA.
of the team of 5, whilst presenting our
awards from the RA. In his words for me,
David mentioned the ‘the kick up the backside’ he kindly gave me last summer. This
was administered due to things not seemingly going as well as they possibly could
have during the previous season, and David
quite correctly contacted me to remind me
of the high expectations of an International
Assistant. It was a surprise to the remainder of the team to hear David say this, however, hopefully for the people who attended
the rally, it demonstrated that even when
things are not necessarily going as well as
you would like them too, you need to keep
believing, work hard and the rewards will
find you. In a sense I had “Bounced Back”.
Time at Wembley was then done for the
day, so we made our way back to base at
Hendon. We were met there by Arthur
Smith, RA general secretary, who gave us
150 Eve of Final Rally programmes to sign
for the event that evening, an enjoyable
experience with a lot of banter between the
team flying around! That afternoon we had
some time to relax, take a massage from
another member of our team Mr Barry Phillipson, and begin to get ready for the Eve of
Cup Final Rally. I had been fortunate to
have experienced one of these events when
I was appointed as Reserve Assistant for
Chris Foy’s cup final in 2010, and so I had a
fair idea of what to expect, and once again
was not disappointed with the evening. A
very nice few minutes were spent mingling
with former Cup Final Officials who were
very understanding of our feelings that

After the end of the speech from our leader,
Phil Dowd, we were taken away to a standing ovation from our piers, and shortly
after were re-united with those who had
come and shown their support. It was also
an opportunity for people to get autographs and photo’s with the team of 5. An
enjoyable evening came to an end as we
moved on to the restaurant before retiring
to bed for the evening.
Many thanks must go to the RA for a well
organised enjoyable evening and for making our team, and our partners, who were
also presented with a small gift for the huge
part that they play in our careers, so welcome. Being a strong RA supporter, it was a
thoroughly enjoyable evening and nice to
spend time with colleagues who are all part
of the refereeing family we were representing the following day.

The following morning we met for breakfast as a team, and although it was the biggest day of our refereeing careers, we were
fairly relaxed, full of humour and very jovial. With a later kick-off, concerns were
raised that we had a lot of time to ‘kill’ but
Phil was very good in his organisational
skills and suggested a team walk around
the local Town. This proved to be a master
stroke, it took our minds off what lay ahead
and further allowed us to relax, a very chilly
but enjoyable hour. Another massage was
taken on our return to the hotel, followed
by a light lunch, something else that had to
be added due to the later kick-off time. It
would have been easy to neglect this but it
was vitally important to stock up the energy levels right up until kick-off. The final
hour before we left the hotel was an extremely nervy affair but I tried to do as
much as I could to prepare exactly as I
would for any Premier League game. My
own Music, right sock on first, the usual
superstitions!

pletely forget about in the build-up. We
began our usual pre-match preparations; I
took in another pre-match massage, before
putting on the Brand new Cup Final kit
which was to be launched on the game. A
snug fit I think I would call it, certainly
some people may dislike the new snugger
fit next season!
Security came in and covered every aspect
they needed to do. Slightly longer than
what we were used to, with 5 people taking
approximately 10-15 minutes to complete
the briefing. This was swiftly followed by
the team sheets, to which it was noted that I
had predicted 21 out of the 22 starting lineup, not a bad guess!!!
Before we knew it we were leaving the
changing room for our warm up, the
ground was fast filling up and the atmosphere was buzzing, I quickly found family

Upon the final whistle, almost instantly,
there was a huge sense of relief and emotion as I ran onto the pitch to meet Phil,
who had put in an immense performance to
bring the game to a successful conclusion. I
could not help but feel a sense of pride at
what we had achieved and minutes later we
were making our way up the infamous
steps and very slowly along to the Royal
Box to collect our medals. Looking down
onto the pitch and thinking what the team
had just achieved, I realised a dream had
just become reality. It was a surreal experience which will stay with
me for the rest of my life.
After watching Chelsea lift
the trophy, we spent a few
more minutes reflecting
and taking in one last
memory, it was absolutely
amazing looking around
the stadium, I felt totally
numb!

At 13.15 we met in reception, I did my usual team line-up prediction, before posing
for a few photos with the team of 5 and
with partners as well. At 13.30 we were on
our way to the best stadium in the world
for the biggest game of our lives.
A very quick journey, which again was a
relaxed affair and an opportunity to run
through the pre match instructions for the
team - a normal occurrence for Phil to deliver these in the transport on the way to
the ground - and before we knew it we
were in the corridors of the stadium, we
went straight to our dressing room to drop
off our bags before making our way out to
the pitch for official photographs with partners. The team of 5 then went onto the field
of play again for the final checks. I checked
my touchline to get used to the ground that
would be under my feet and to enable me to
decide which footwear to select for the
occasion. Following this we went with partners to overlook Wembley way and to
watch the Red and Blue crowds of Liverpool and Chelsea make their way up to the
stadium. This was to be the last time we
would see our partners before they went
into their hospitality area for their prematch meal. It was an emotional goodbye
for our biggest supporters, who we would
not see again until after the match.

ly called by my colleague and now dear
friend Andy Garrett, and that was it. A slower paced first 60 minutes controlled by
Chelsea and a frantic last 30 minutes controlled and dominated by Liverpool and in
particular, substitute Andy Carroll. A 2-1
Chelsea win.

that had come down to support me, an
emotional time for me, I then composed
myself before refocusing on the job in hand.
A really thorough warm up was taken in,
maybe more strenuous than normal but I
wanted to stay occupied rather than thinking about what lay ahead. 20minutes before
kick-off and just before going back into the
changing room our partner’s came out into
their seats, a great feeling for us all to see
them, it gave us a big lift.

Here we were then, 10 minutes before kicking off the biggest game of our lives, best
wishes and hugs all round, before going out
for the pre match jewellery and equipment
check. Standing at the front of the teams, I
had time to reflect on where I was, where I
had been and the people who had got me
there. The nod was given and I was suddenly walking out at the front of the teams before the FA Cup final of 2012. The presentation party passed, the national anthem was
sung with pride, coin toss called, net check
completed, 11 players and 2 corner flags at
Back into our changing room, Peter Els- my end, all my checks were done, THE
worth ran through our timetable of events. TIME HAD COME!
What to do at what time, where to stand in
The game passed with very little issue, just
the line-up, minor aspects that you comone notable incident, which was fantastical-

Back in the changing room,
there were more congratulatory hugs before a couple of team photos and then a
quick shower and freshen up, before going
up to meet with our proud partners, to
share a drink together. We then made our
way out of the stadium and onto or final
destination for a post-match dinner, which
was fantastically hosted by David Elleray.
Firstly, a glass of champagne which overlooked a distant Wembley Stadium, followed by dinner in a room, in a restaurant,
where the walls were adorned with photos
taken from the weekend. An amazing surprise and just another fine touch to add to
the many memories we had built up over
the weekend.
An enjoyable evening was then over and
after we had got back to the hotel; we retired to our bedrooms to reflect on what a
day we had just had. AMAZING!!!
The following morning after a team breakfast and a couple more autographs, we all
said our goodbyes and made our way back
to our homes.
The weekend was an amazing experience
which I will never forget and will be with
me forever.

The Referees' Association is an organised group of people involved with Refereeing

which is run by Referees for the benefit of Referees and is administered from our head Office in Coventry.
We are organised into 306 local societies in 3 Countries and most of our 13,500 members only experience their local society but are safe in the knowledge that we all have the support of our County and
National structures.
Men and women take up refereeing for a number of reasons, some are frustrated footballers while others have come to the end of their playing careers and have decided to put something back into the
game.
Some start their refereeing at school, whilst others begin a career with the whistle later in life. A very
small number of us will go to the very top and reach the FA Premier League or International level either
as a Referee or as an Assistant Referee, most will be active on the local parks or somewhere in between.
Everyone within the football community whether players, administrators, supporters or Referees all
have the same objective, that is to participate in and to maximise their enjoyment from the game which
we all love.
It would be fair to say that we referee because we enjoy it. All referees, however, are professional in that we receive a fee for our service and it is only right therefore that we show a professional attitude.
There are several benefits of membership of The Referees' Association. We provide a low cost Insurance Policy, Supplies, Various
training and information publications, a Benevolent Fund for those of our members who are in need and most importantly, through
our network of local societies we encourage discussion on the game not only amongst members, but also with various footballing bodies
Insurance
We operate an extremely low cost Personal Accident Insurance scheme for members which provides insurance cover whilst travelling
directly to and from a game and during a game, whilst on recognised referees' Society business and also for the theft of refereeing
equipment to the value of £200. The weekly benefits provided are at the rate of £100 per week if a referee is injured as a result of an
accident. The insurance policy only covers UK resident members of The Association whilst refereeing in the UK.
Products and Publications
We stock an extensive range of good quality kit and accessories at competitive prices. Further details of these products and services
are given on the RA shop pages which are devoted specifically to those items.
Benevolent Fund
We hope that our members never need assistance from the Benevolent Fund but, sadly, some of our members do fall on hard times and
are in need. Whatever the reason for this need the Benevolent Fund is there to assist all of our members.
Local Societies
Local societies operate like a self-help group where referees meet together to discuss different aspects of the game, we learn from and
with each other to improve our refereeing skills. Continual in house training on the interpretation and implementation of law helps to
improve match day performances. By discussing Refereeing issues with colleagues from different levels of the game, we are able learn
from the experiences of others and to implement methods of best practice which will improve our match day performance and increase our enjoyment from the game. Most local societies have a Representative on the local league or competition to ensure that problems can be quickly discussed and resolved.
County Association
Local societies within a County FA area combine together to form a County Association, which enables them to discuss matters of common interest. Most County Associations have a representative on either the Referees' committee or the Board or Council of their parent County Football Association
National Association
The 3 National Associations maintain a very close working relationship with their parent National FA and discuss matters with their
National FA on behalf of members to resolve problems.
As a referee, you will benefit from the skills, protection, peace of mind, training, insurance and above all the camaraderie that membership of the Referees' Association will give, we believe that everyone involved in Refereeing should be a member.
PhysioCare
PhysioCare provides you with fast access to private physiotherapy treatment for an injury without having to go to a GP or an NHS hospital for a referral. If you injure yourself whilst refereeing or training then you will be able to access fast, professional, private physiotherapy treatment in accordance with the PhysioCare agreement.
Take advantage of our expertise, experience and guidance. We are sure that you will benefit and that reaping the rewards of membership will assist you in promoting your career as a referee.
NORTHAMPTON RA CONTACTS
Chairman: Brendan Doherty chairman@northamptonreferees.org.uk
Treasurer: Abdul Kadir treasurer@northamptonreferees.org.uk
Secretary: Wayne Chalmers secretary@northamptonreferees.org.uk
Newsletter Editor: Graham Kinnear newsletter@northamptonreferees.org.uk
General Queries: support@northamptonreferees.org.uk

Click on the NFA Logo to be transported to the referee section of the NFA website, for all of the latest County FA news
and information.
Contact:
Peter Nicholson
Referee Development Officer
01604 678401
peter.nicholson@northamptonshirefa.com

The Northampton Referees’ Association
Membership Registration Form
Membership year 1st April 2012 – 31st March 2013
Society: Northampton

DOB:

Date:
Daytime telephone

Name:
Address:

Postcode:
Email Address:
Refereeing Level:
Fee per

Type of Remittance

Member

Full Membership Fee (Inc. RA Insurance)

Amount

£28.00

Non-Active Membership Fee

£21.00

Student Membership Fee (Inc. RA Insurance)

£12.00

Optional PhysioCare

£12.00

Donation to the Benevolent Fund

Other (please specify)
Total
Guidance Notes:

Please complete and submit this form ensuring you have included the following;
a) Completed Registration Form giving details as requested.
b) Cheque or Postal Order payable to “The Northampton Referees’ Association”
c) Please post completed forms to the address detailed below.
Northampton Referee’s Association
Interim Honorary Secretary: Wayne Chalmers
7 Stowe Walk, Parklands, Northampton, NN3 6EE
E-mail: secretary@northamptonreferees.org.uk

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
No.001—ELTON WELSBY
Once touted as the finest anchorman in the sporting genre, Welsby
has fallen out of the spotlight despite
some sterling telecasts at both local
& national level during a distinguished career.
Upon leaving school, Welsby initially
sought a career in the insurance
industry, but soon found that an
office
environment was
not to his
liking. He
moved on
to journalism
and served as a local junior reporter
for a local Merseyside newspaper for
a short time. After being promoted
to report exclusively on sport, and
soccer in particular, he became a
prominent voice across the Liverpool
sports and entertainment scene in
the early 1970s. This brought him
offers from local radio stations, and
he quickly became a well known
voice with Radio City handling weekly commentaries. It did not take long
for his unique commenting style and
pizazz to be noticed by the television
media and so began his welldocumented career in the TV industry.
In January 1978 he joined Granada
Television, working on its football
programme The Kick Off Match and
presented its 1980s successor Match
Night until its demise in 1983. When
Granada revived Kick Off in 1989,
Welsby returned as presenter. He
was also one of the anchors of the
1988 Seoul Olympics, the last Olympic Games to be covered by the network, and also presented the Saturday afternoon Results Service from
the late 1980s onwards.
At the start of the 1988-89 season,
ITV began broadcasting exclusive live
coverage of the Football League. It
was the task of future BBC DirectorGeneral Greg Dyke to oversee the
coverage and he entrusted Welsby
as presenter of The Match, anchoring numerous dramatic matches over
the next four years-most notably
Arsenal's 2-0 win against Liverpool in
the last game of the season which

TheFA.com REFEREEING
www.kbsportstherapy.com
email: kim@kbsportstherapy.com

20% off for Northampton RA
Membership Card holders
DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE COVERED IN THE NEWSLETTER OR HAVE AN ARTICLE YOU WOULD LIKE PUBLISHED? IF YOU DO,
PLEASE EMAIL US AT newsletter@northamptonreferees.org.uk

saw The Gunners snatch a last minute winner at Anfield.
The loss of top flight football to Sky
Sports in 1992 hit ITV Sport hard,
and Welsby's final work for ITV was
as an anchorman at the 1992 European Championships. He was absent from the network's coverage of
the 1994 FIFA World Cup, which
saw newcomer Matt Lorenzo do
much of the presenting, and the
imminent arrival of Bob Wilson
pushed Welsby further down the
football presenting pecking order
on ITV. Despite these apparent
setbacks, Welsby managed to consistently out perform fellow anchor
Jim Rosenthal in 'best of' polls conducted in the Greater Manchester
area.
Welsby continued to present regional sports programming for Granada Television until May 2000
when the station decided not to
renew his contract. No explanation
was given for the decision, which
still wrangles with Welsby supporters to this day.
Welsby has occasionally returned as
a guest on the Granada Soccer
Night programme, and in 2001 he
Returned to radio to present Elton
Welsby's Soccer Saturday for NorthWest regional station Century FM,

QUIZ ANSWERS
Here are the answers to next months quiz. Don’t forget to get next months issue to
see the questions!!!

1. Aston Villa

2. 1982

3. Willie Carson

4. Harold Larwood

5. Essex

Welsby was the final presenter
of British gameshow Busman's
Holiday following on from Julian
Pettifer and Sarah Kennedy. He
is regularly involved in corporate and charity work, and is
known for his close association
with the Zoe's Place children's
hospice.

FIND US ON

FACEBOOK

FOLLOW US ON

TWITTER

Welsby is nowadays rarely involved in sports presenting,
although he has recently been
seen presenting Crown Green
Bowls for Sky Sports. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Elton_Welsby

207 Wellingborough Road, Northampton,
NN1 4ED. Tel/Fax 01604 622700
www.johnhenrysports.co.uk

10% off in shop on all Non

10%
OFF

Sale Items for Northampton
RA Members

CLOUGH CLASSICS
Three of the best from the legend that was, Brian Clough:
"They say Rome wasn't built in a day. But I wasn't on that particular job."
“I wouldn't say I was the best manager in the business. But I was
in the top one”
“The river Trent is lovely, I know because I have walked on it for
18 years”

